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As any other seismic interpretation platform, Sismage offers a 3D visualisation environment which allows
the display all the available data needed for the interpretation : seismic and attributes bloc (with or without
volume rendering), horizons, faults, bodies, wells, satellite images, etc … All picking operations (manual or
automatic) can obviously be done in this 3D View.
The innovation offered by Sismage concerns faults picking. Indeed we provide two new methodologies of
picking called “Fault Peeling” and “Fault Tracker”. These two new techniques allows to build very quickly
a 3D triangulated faults network that can be exported directly to the geomodel.
1. The “Fault Peeling” methodology
The “Fault Peeling” consists in converting a fault attribute block into a set of small independent fault planes
in 3D (extracted along maximum values of the fault attribute) and the neighbouring relation between them
(3D connectivity of these small planes). Then the process starts by posting seeds on one or several locations
: each seed corresponds to an elementary fault plane. Semi-automatic picking can be done by merging all
these elementary planes. Automatic propagation of these elementary planes can also be performed
according to the neighbouring relations extracted before and to some 3D geometric properties such as
planarity dip and azimuth.
1.1 Fault Attribute
As “Fault Peeling” has been developed using seismic attributes as input to the fault propagation, the first
step consists in computing a seismic « fault » attribute that enhances faults structural directions. Up to now
all available fault detection seismic attributes (amplitude, semblance, coherency) are often very sensitive to
the sedimentary information: it introduces some organised and chaotic residue which corrupts the attribute
and overlays the true fault structural trends (fig 1).
To extract noise-free structural trends, Sismage computes a new fault attribute based on a statistical
analysis of discontinuities in seismic images. It computes a confidence measurement of the seismic horizon
continuity (which is low in case of fault presence). As faults could generally be considered as a set of
“pseudo vertical” discontinuities, the statistical analysis is performed in a set of “pseudo verticals” windows
in order to enhance faults detection and then to remove sedimentary information which is not vertically
consistent. This method allows to underline with greater details the faults pattern from field scale to reservoir
scale including relays and segmented areas. The geological noise is greatly reduced with this new attribute
(fig 1).

Fig 1 : Comparison between classical coherency and new fault attributes
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1.2 Fault Peeling
Depending on the quality of the fault attribute, one can either manually interprete the fault cube or perform a
second step, which consists in propagating the faults planes from this fault attribute : fault peeling
technology(Sismage).
The peeling technology consists in converting the fault attribute into a set of small independent fault planes
in 3D (extracted along maximum values of the fault attributes) and the neighbouring relation between them
(3D connectivity of these small planes). Then the process is started by posting seeds on one or several
locations in the fault plane in inline, xline, random line and/or timeslice: each seed corresponds to an
elementary fault plane. Manual picking can be done by merging all these elementary planes, and/or
automatic propagation of these elementary planes can also be performed according to the neighbouring
relations extracted before and to some geometric properties such as planaerity, … Constraints, such as dip
and azimuth ranges, can be introduced in the fault propagation process in order to reduce noise picking or to
prevent the picking of crossing faults. The propagation gives a serie of 3D fault planes patches (fig 2). Then,
a color coding of the fault azimuth can help to edit the elementary faults planes. A final quality check of the
fault peeling in either inline/xline or random line directions can be performed to remove any bad planes
patches, add missing ones by manually picking and/or interpolation (fig 2).
The advantages of the “fault peeling” are:
- Fast and exhaustive fault picking.
- 3D propagation of faults seeds (same approach as horizon picking).
- Objective interpretation-free fault picking.
- Direct generation of triangulated surfaces.
- Better understanding of faults network in 3D.
- Easier detection of fault relays due to the low noise level of the fault attribute.
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Fig 2: Fault Peeling methodology

Fig 3 : Final interpretation with fault peeling
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2. The “Fault Tracker”
The « Fault Tracker » is a new kind of picking based on animation of the seismic bloc in order to improve
faults visualisation in a noisy environment. Indeed we assume that animating the data as a movie can be
very helpful for fault interpretation : as the human visual perception system is very sensitive to local motion, if
we display a seismic section orthogonal to the fault plane and then animate this section in the fault direction
we perceptually enhance the motion between the two faults compartments.
The first step consists then in choosing the best direction of display and of animation (fig 4). To perform this,
we developed a new 3D tools which allows to display a seismic section in any azimuth direction so that the
user can choose the best direction in order to enhance the visibility of the fault (basemap view with any
discontinuity attribute displayed is of course very helpful for this determination). In a second step, we
animate the data by displaying a set of parallel seismic lines (the limits of animation as well as speed of
animation is controlled by the user)
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Step 1 : Choose of the best direction of display

Step 2 : Animation of the section along the fault direction

Fig 4: Definition of the direction of animation (top view)
Finally, instead of using a classical picking tool where picking a point is done on a specific action (for
example by clicking on left button of the mouse), we add a new kind of picking called “dynamic picking”. This
is a continuous picking : we record all the points intersecting the mouse position and the seismic line
position, and we do this recording during the seismic line animation and mouse motion. We then obtain a
large set of points that we reduce according to geometrical criteria such as the local deviation of a local
polyline. As the result of this new picking is a discrete set of point, it is now easy to create a 3D plane by
triangulating the point set.
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